1. Classical spectral invariants; length spectrum and invariant Lagrangians. In spectral theory of Laplacian H = -A or Schrôdinger operators H = -A + V on a compact Riemannian manifold jtt one is interested in the connection between spectrum of H on one hand and the geometry of Jk,V as well as the dynamics of the underlaying classical hamiltonian flow of H in the phase-space, identified with the cotangent bundle T*(Jk). Mark Kac [Ka] asked his celebrated question "Can one hear the shape of the drum?" and gave some examples. Similar "shape problems" can be posed for the metric on Jt>, potential V, etc. The well known examples of audible geometry include
• The classical heat/Weyl invariants, like 6 0 = vol(Jk)\ b x = area(dJt); intégral of curvature Kdv, etc. ( [We] ; [MP] ; [McS] ; [Gi] ). The name reflects their dérivation via small-time asymptotic expansion of the heat-kernel, e tH ~ t~%{b 0 + bi& + b 2 t + ...}, n = dim(Jlt).
• The next important example goes under the name of length spectrum, it refers to ail closed trajectories of the underlying classical hamiltonian flow. In the case of Laplacian it becomes the géodésie flow, so one talks about the length of ail closed geodesics on Jk. The gênerai principle states: spectrum of A M détermines the length spectrum {¢(7) =|7|}, plus some additional data, like Poincare numbers (that measure the "twist of the flow" along 7), and Morse indices (7(7) . Precisely, ( [BB] ; [BT] ; [Gut] ;
An expanded version of the lecture delivered at the Math. Physics seminar of ETH and seminar on Geometry and Spectral theory of the University of Grenoble. on the n-torus T n , and has a noncommutative analog, the celebrated Selberg-trace formula on hyperbolic spaces M = H/r, Poincare half-plane modulo a discrète ^Unitary operators U t hâve no "trace" in the usual sensé, but integrating U t against smooth compactly supported test-functions / on R, produce trace class operators \J*=ff(t)Ufdt on L (M). So distribution x ca " be defined via pairing (x;/) = trU*.
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(Fuschian) subgroup T of 5L(2;IR), acting on H by fractional linear transformations [Sel] ; [HST] ; [Me] . It is worth to note, however, that in classical cases (Poisson. Selberg), asymptotic relation (3) becomes exact.
• Our next example exhibits higher-D géométrie structures that hâve spectral content. Those are invariant Lagrangians (tori) in the phase-space T*(Jtt>), preserved by the hamiltonian flow of H. One assumes that T*(Jl>) is foliated into the n-parameter family of such Lagrangian A(c) = A(c x ;...c n ), those could be for instance, the joint level sets of n Poisson commuting intégrais {/,-(x;p) = c,-}.
To quantize family {^l(c)} one picks a system of fundamental cycles {7j(c):l < j <n-l} in each A(c) and writes the generalized Bom-Sommerfeld (EBK)-quantization rules ( [Ke] ; [MF] ; [Gut] ): 
EKB-quantization based on invariant Lagrangian provides more rich spectral structure compared to closed path, but is limited in scope to essentially integrable classical hamiltonian.
2. Perturbation problems. The best studied class of perturbation problems are
any kind of boundary conditions: two-point; periodic; Floquet, etc. Such operators hâve simple (multiplicity free) eigenvalues {A^.}, that admit an asymptotics expansion [Bo] ,
Hère 6Q = Vdx, 6 a = (V -b^2dx, and higher {bA involve certain polynomial expressions in V and its derivatives. The correspondence V->spec(H v ) is highly nonunique, there are typically large (oo-D) isospectral classes both in the periodic/Floquet and the "2-point boundary" case ( [IMT] ; [PT] [GK] ) that potential V on a hyperbolic manifold Jk> is in fact uniquely determined by spec(#y), negatively curved manifolds hâve typically no continuous internai symmetries.
Another example is the flat torus T n , whose symmetries are made of ail translations and reflections. It was shown that generic potentials 3 V on T n are also spectrally rigid ( [ERT] ; [MN] ). The case of positively curved (and highly symmetric) nsphere proved to be more difficult. The gênerai rigidity hypothesis remains open, but there is a number partial results ( [Wei] ; [Gui] ; [Co] ; [Ur] ; [Wi] ; ), that we shall now discuss.
To proceed we make a gênerai comment on the rôle of closed path for 
intégration over the space O of closed geodesics (great circles)
séquence {dv k } can be expanded in powers of k "" *, similar to Borg's expansion (7), [Gui] ; [Ur] . Clearly, the entire géodésie flow on S n is periodic of period 2T.
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D. GURARIE
Turning to the inverse problem the band invariants provide some useful information, in particular they allow to prove spectral rigidity for spécial classes of potentials (low degree spherical harmonies) on S 2 [Gui] . Their use however is limited by the fact that {/3j} describe distributions of values of the Radon (and related) transforms. rather than the transform itself. The latter could hâve been easily inverted to recover potential V, but in gênerai one cannot recover a function (even single-variable) from the distribution of its values.
In récent papers [Gur2-4] we studied the class of zonal (axisymmetric) Zonal potentials allow to improve the Weinstein's resuit (7) 
